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Abstract— In this work a library for solving manipulator motion
planning problems has been developed and an algorithm for imposing
Cartesian constraints in single arm and dual arm operation has been
proposed. The main algorithm is based on RRT [1]. The code has been
tested with several single arm and dual arm robots. Our method is able
to find collision free paths in environments occupied with obstacles.
An example of such an environment is the shelf from the Amazon
picking challenge. The implemented code also enabled us to perform
complicated dual arm operations such as rotating a hand wheel or
opening a drawer.

Keywords: Manipulator motion planning, dual arm operation,
planning under Cartesian constraint, robotics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, robots are no longer just machines in factory pro-
duction lines and are gradually entering human everyday life
and taking part in our activities. One of the key challenges for
robots is to solve motion planning problems. The task of motion
planning is to find a path for moving the robot from the start
state to the goal state such that the robot does not collide with
itself or any other object in the environment. Various constraints
including joint, torque, velocity and acceleration limits might be
imposed to the task. A classical example of motion planning is the
piano mover’s problem. In this problem, a piano (3D rigid object)
exists in a room in the presence of some obstacles. The task is
finding a path for moving the piano from start pose to the goal
pose while avoiding obstacles. It has been shown that the piano
mover’s problem is PSPACE-hard [2]–[5]. Motion planning has
many applications in robotics including manipulation, autonomous
cars and also in other fields such as analysis of biological molecules
(protein folding), drug design and computer animation. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review different
approaches for solving a motion planning task. In section III, the
main pipe line of the library is introduced. In section V, our main
algorithm for dual arm operations and our approach for imposing
constraints is explained. We explain the library functionalities for
motion planning in dynamic environment in section VI. Finally in
section VII, the results of our approach tested on different robots
is reported.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF CURRENT APPROACHES FOR MOTION

PLANNING TASK

Different methods have been suggested for solving a motion
planning task, including combinatorial planning, search based plan-
ning, sample based planning, optimization based planning and
potential fields. In combinatorial motion planning, free space is
decomposed into regions called cells. One popular algorithm for
this purpose is trapezoidal decomposition [6], [7]. Cells with a
common boundary are adjacent. An adjacency graph representing
connected cells (via shared boundary ) is being created based on
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that. Next, the planner determines the start and the goal cells and
then searches the graph for a path connecting these two cells. As
an advantage, the approach is complete and for problems with
low dimensionality it is extremely efficient. A disadvantage is
that planning becomes impractical as the dimensionality of the
configuration space increases [8], [9]. In search based planning,
the planner discretizes the work space and determines free and
occupied cells. Then it generates a graph representing the planning
problem and searches the graph for a solution. Several methods
have been used for discretization and searching the graph including
SBPL [10], A∗, D∗ [11] and R∗ [12]. Advantages of search based
algorithms are their ability to incorporate various cost functions
and trajectories with natural looking behaviour. The drawbacks
are proper discretization of configuration space (which might be
a complicated task) and defining an appropriate heuristic function.
In sample based method, during the planning phase, the samples
are drawn randomly in configuration space. If a sample is valid
(i.e. no collisions or any other criteria set by the user) and close
enough to the other generated samples (or start and goal states) it
will be added to a tree. The planner continues making samples
and adding them to the tree, until it can find a path from the
start state to the goal state. Trees can be grown from both start
and goal states (bidirectional based planner) and checking for
state validation might be done when a path has been found (lazy
evaluation). Some sample based algorithms are: PRM, EST, RRT,
SRT and their variants. Sample based planners are very robust
for finding a path even in high-dimensional configuration spaces.
On the other hand, these algorithms are probabilistic and the
generated path is usually jerky with redundant movements and
requires smoothing and optimization. A motion planning task can
be seen as leading a particle in a potential field with the same
electric charge towards a goal with opposite charge. The obstacles
will repulse the particle (robot) and the goal will attract it. This
idea has been first introduced in [13] and [14]. The advantage
of potential fields is their simplicity to implement and real-time
computation. The drawbacks are oscillations in an unstable state
and trapping in local minima [15], [16]. The most important issues
that most of the motion planners have taken into account are
joint limits and obstacle avoidance while in many applications
there are other criteria that should be satisfied including constraints
handling, path smoothing and minimization of torque, jerk and
energy consumption. In optimization based planning, the planner
defines a cost function in which the cost is weighted according
to collision, path length, path smoothness, energy consumption
and joint/ torque limits. Then the planner tries to reduce the
cost by calling an optimizer over the generated path. In CHOMP
(Covariant Hamiltonian Optimization for Motion Planning) [17] the
environment is modelled with signed distance field. The planner at
first step creates a naive initial trajectory, from the start to the goal
state. Then it runs a modified version of gradient descent on a
cost function which is a sum of cost of trajectory smoothness and
collision with obstacles (penetration depth). Afterwards the planner
tries to improve the initial path in every iteration. The advantages
of this method is a smooth and natural looking trajectory. Due



to the use of gradient descent, the answer might lay on a local
minimum. STOMP (Stochastic trajectory optimization for motion
planning) [18] relies on an optimizer that can handle cost functions
where their gradients are not available. In STOMP the cost function
is the combination cost of colliding with obstacles (penetration
depth), constraints and torque. The optimizer algorithm explores
the space around an initial trajectory by generating a series of
noisy trajectories. These trajectories are then combined to produce
an updated trajectory with lower cost. Since the STOMP doesn’t
depend on gradients, it can deal with general constraints (i.e. pose
or torque constraints) and it overcomes the local minima problem
of the CHOMP.

III. MAIN ALGORITHM AND PIPE LINE FOR MOTION

PLANNING

We have created our sample based motion planning library based
on OMPL [19] and we have been mainly inspired by MoveIt! [20],
[21] for the main pipeline and architecture, however we have added
support for dual arm operation, imposing Cartesian constraints, self
filtering and planning in a dynamic environment.

OMPL is an open source motion planning library that covers most
of the state of the art sample based motion planning algorithms
and MoveIt! is software for mobile manipulation including tools
for 3D perception, collision checking, solving inverse and forward
kinematics queries and control of the robot.

Due to the dependency of MoveIt! on the ROS framework, it was
not possible to integrate it with our robotic framework, ROCK 1.

As it has been briefly discussed in section II, sample based
motion planners generate random states in configuration space.
Then by applying forward kinematics, we check the validity of
the state (self collision and collision with environment). In the case
of validity of the newly drawn sample, it will be added to the
RRT. This process continues until a path between start and goal
configuration can be found or some termination condition are met
(i.e planning time exceeds maximum allowed time).

A. IK Solver With Minimum Movements and Jerk for High Degree
of Freedom

One of the most important parts of the motion planning problem
is solving inverse kinematic queries. Two main approaches for
solving inverse kinematic problems are numerical solutions and
analytical (closed form) solutions.

KDL [22] (Kinematics and Dynamics Library)2 is a library for
computing forward and inverse kinematic queries with numerical
solutions. Due to recursive nature of numerical solutions for solving
IK problems, they might be very slow or trap in local maxima.
Openrave (Open Robotics Automation Virtual Environment ) [23]
is a software for simulating and deploying planning algorithm. It
provides a tool called IKFast which can generate C++ code (inde-
pendent of any library) representing the model of the manipulator
for solving forward and inverse kinematic queries. The generated
code is able to solve the request on the order of 4 microseconds
[24].

One key issue with using IKFast for solving IK queries is
finding proper values for manipulators free joints (redundant joints).
Furthermore, we would like to have a hierarchical structure for free
joints such that the joints that are closer to the root of kinematic
chain have less movements relative to those that are closer to end
effector. The motivation for such a decision is that we like to

1http://rock-robotics.org
2http://www.orocos.org/kdl

have minimum movements and jerk during the manipulation. For
instance, consider a kinematic chain in a humanoid robot from knee
to the right (or left) wrist. In the case we want to use this kinematic
chain for grasping an object, we like to use the joints in the lower
part less (in torso or knee) and use more joints in the arm.

To overcome this issue, we discretize the space between the upper
and lower joint limits for every free joint and search for possible
values starting from either a given configuration (configuration
specified by user or from the IK solution of the previous Cartesian
way point in the trajectory or the middle point between joint lower
and upper bound). This starting point policy is very crucial since
starting from joint lower limit and checking values for solution
toward upper limit will bias the IK solution to the joint limits,
specially when there is more than one free joint in the chain. The
code has been implemented recursively so it is capable of handling
arbitrary number of free joints. Algorithm 1 describes the recursive
function for finding free joints parameter.

Input : Robot model, Vector of free joints, Cartesian pose
Output: Values for free joint, IK solution
Recursive free joints value (values for free joints vector,
index)
if (index > 0) then

while (joint lower bound < pivot+ step) ||
(pivot+ step < joint upper bound) do

step← step+ step size
values for free joints vector.push back(pivot+step)
if recursive free joints value
(values for free joints vector, index-1) then

return true
end
values for free joints vector.pop back()
values for free joints vector.push back(pivot-step)
if recursive free joints value( values for free joints,
index-1) then

return true
end
values for free joints vector.pop back()

end
else

while (joint lower bound < pivot+ step) ||
(pivot+ step < joint upper bound) do

step ← step+ step size
if IKFast(Cartesian pose,values for free joints vector,
pivot+step, index)|| IKFast(Cartesian
pose,values for free joints vector, pivot-step, index)
then

return true
end

end
end
return false

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for finding free joint parameter for IK
queries with IKFast.

IV. MOTION PLANNING UNDER CARTESIAN CONSTRAINTS

Motion planning tasks always come with various constraints.
These constraints make some states impermissible for the robot.
Primitive examples of such constraints are collision avoidance and
joint limits.

In many manipulation tasks some other constraints should also
imposed on the robot to satisfy the problem conditions. Examples



of these are constraints on the orientation of the end effector or on
the X,Y,Z Axis of the end effector.

Various solutions proposed by researchers for imposing con-
straints on EEF in [25]–[28]. These algorithms are either not
efficient or developed for a specific constraint representation [29].
The authors in CBiRRT [30] developed a framework for imposing
constraints represented by TSRs (task space regions). The algo-
rithm has a constraint satisfaction strategy (projection/ rejection)
and general planning algorithm (sample based planner). CBiRRT
employs the robustness of RRT planners to explore the configuration
space and enforce samples with projection/ rejection policy based
on gradient decent [29].

In the motion planning library that we developed, we add the ca-
pability of setting Cartesian constraints for single arm and dual arm
tasks. The main algorithm for motion planning under constraints is
RRT based. The planner always checks if any constraints have been
set during the initialization of planner. In the case a constraint has
been set, the planner will change the sampling space from joint
space to Cartesian space and it plans for the manipulated object. In
other words, the drawn sample represents the object position. The
samples are drawn within the upper and lower bound of imposed
constraint to satisfy the task requirements. The Cartesian constraint
which are imposed to the planner are similar to TSRs in CBiRR.
By having the grasp pose for the object and object pose, the end
effector pose for the arm can be determined. Afterwards, we search
for a valid inverse kinematic solution (by taking into account joints
limit, self collision and collisions with environment). When a valid
solution is found, it will be added to the RRT. If the planner can
find a path between start and goal pose within the time limit for
planning (or before the maximum number of iteration reaches), the
trajectory will be published.

Input : Robot model, motion planning request, Cartesian
Constraint

Output: Collision free trajectory
while Time has left for planning do

Draw a random sample from Cartesian space Between
upper and lower constraint limits;
if There is IK solution for the drawn sample then

Update the robot state with IK Solution
if robot is in self collision state then

if Collisions are not in the allowed collisions list
then

next
end

else if robot is not in Collision with the environment
then

Add the newly drawn sample to the RRT
else

next
end
if There is a valid path between start and goal in RRT
then

publish the path
return

end
end

Algorithm 2: Motion planning under Cartesian constraints algo-
rithm

V. DUAL ARM MOTION PLANNING

While in the domain of robotics, manipulation can be interpreted
as an interaction with an object, dual arm manipulation doesn’t

have a common and general accepted definition [31]. ”In fact,
many authors do not distinguish between multi-agent or multi-arm
systems” [31]. Employing two arms for manipulation has several
advantageous. Using two arms gives the robot more strength (load-
ing a heavy object for example) and for the tasks that are initially
designed for human, it gives robot better dexterity compared to one
arm [31].

The Authors in [32], classified dual arm operation into non-
coordinated manipulation, where each arm is doing separated
motions (manipulating an object with one arm while moving
another object with a second arm for instance), and coordinated
manipulation (opening a bottle of wine for example), in which the
arms are working on the same task. Coordinated manipulation can
be subdivided into goal-coordinated (playing piano, typing with
keyboard) and bimanual manipulation.

In goal-oriented manipulation, in which both arms are solving
the same task, the arms are not physically interacting with each
other. In bimanual operations motion of one arm is widely based
on motions of the other one which might be symmetric, asymmetric,
congruent or non-congruent [32].

In this work, we have designed three scenarios for performing
dual arm operations which requires bimanual manipulation. We
have achieved planning for these tasks by using same code and
only changing the parameters of imposed constraints. The first task
is rotating a hand wheel, the second one is opening/closing a drawer
and the third one is moving an object with both arms while keeping
the orientation. The interaction between EFFs and hand wheel/
drawer is performed via a grasping component which is based on
vision and force control, developed by DFKI 3 research center.

Input : Robot model, motion planning request, Cartesian
Constraint

Output: Dual arm collision free trajectory
while Time has left for planning do

Draw a random sample representing object from Cartesian
space Between upper and lower constraint limits;
if There is IK solution for the drawn sample for the first
arm then

Update the robot state with IK Solution;
if There is IK solution for the second arm from
updated robot state then

if robot is in self collision state then
if Collisions are not in the allowed collisions
list then

next
end

else if robot is not in Collision with the
environment then

Add the newly drawn sample to the RRT.
end

else
next

end
if There is a valid path between start and goal in RRT
then

publish the path return
end

end
Algorithm 3: Dual Arm Motion Planning algorithm

3http://robotik.dfki-bremen.de/en/startpage.html



A. Pre-Scripted vs Constraint Task

In order to perform some dual arm operations, which requires
imposing constraints (for example carrying a glass of water while
keeping the orientation or opening a drawer with both arms) we
have examined two different approaches:

• Pre-scripted planning
• Constrained based planning
In the pre-scripted approach, at first a Cartesian path consisting

of way points (for example a half circle in the case of rotating
a hand wheel or a straight line in the case of opening a drawer
which represent the end effector path) is being calculated. Then by
calling the IK solver, the corresponding joint values are retrieved.
Generalizing tasks with pre-scripted approaches requires calculating
and rewriting new way points for new tasks which limits the
functionality of the code. In the constraint based approach, after
specifying the start and the goal pose, we can define constraints on
X,Y,Z axis and orientation (roll, pitch, yaw) of the object frame.
By changing the values of the parameters, it is possible to reuse
the code for different task.

B. Constraint Based Dual Arm Motion Planning Algorithm

The algorithm for dual arm motion planning under constraints is
similar to the approach that was introduced in section IV, except
that the kienmatic reachability is checked for both arms.

VI. DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

During a motion planning task, the robot senses the environment
via its sensors and after finding a path, it executes the trajectory. In
many situations, the state of the environment during the execution
of the trajectory might change, therefore following the computed
trajectory might cause collision. Various approaches have been pro-
posed for modelling obstacles in dynamic environments (completely
unpredictable obstacles, partial predictable obstacle) with different
strategies for planning (probabilistic models, bounded uncertainty
models, game theoretic models and dynamic replanning) [33]. In
a methd called ”Time-bounded lattice for planning in dynamic
environments” [34], the algorithm tries to predict the position of
dynamic obstacles by modelling their trajectories. Then it uses a
time-bounded lattice (a short-term planning in time with longterm
planning without time) for planning and obstacle avoidance. In
some problems, the pose of the obstacles might be dependent on
the pose of the robot (i.e non cooperative game with two players).
For solving such problems, models from game theory have been
used. In [35], the author solved the the problem of capturing an
omnidirectional evader using a DDR (differential drive robot) by
employing such models. The algorithms in [36] and [37] try to
compute an appropriate velocity for the robot such that it dodges
obstacles in a short time step. The D∗ [11] algorithm can handle
the dynamic obstacles found during the execution of the trajectory
so it can be used in unpredictable environments. The algorithm
in [38], combines replanning algorithms with optimization-based
planning to handle dynamic obstacles. The algorithm utilizes the
parallelization on multi GPUs to optimizes multiple trajectories to
generate a high-quality path. Here in this work since our main focus
was not planning in dynamic environments, we have used a simple
yet workable approach. The planner checks the validity of each
state in the trajectory during execution of that trajectory. If some
states are broken, the planner will try to find a collision free path
right before and after the broken state (replanning only over the
invalid states and not whole the path) and update the trajectory.

Input : Robot model, motion planning request,robot
environment point cloud, initial trajectory

Output: Updated collision free trajectory
while execution of trajectory is not finished do

read the trajectory from the planner obtain the point cloud
from sensors, create OctoMap from point cloud update
robot collision checker with acquired OctoMap for every
state in the trajectory do

check the validity of state and mark down invalid
states

end
for every invalid state in the trajectory do

start state ← state right before the invalid state goal
state ← state right after invalid state call the planner
for planning between start and goal state if planning
succeed then

update initial trajectory with newly computed
trajectory

else
cancel the execution of trajectory return false

end
end

end
Algorithm 4: Replanning in dynamic environment algorithms.

VII. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the robustness and performance of our planner,
we have tested the planner on several robots with 6, 7 and 11
DOF for single arm and dual arm operation. We also designed
several scenarios and experiments to check the success rate and
recorded the required time for planning in a simulation environment.
These experiment have been done on a PC with 64-bit architecture
equipped with Intel Core i7-3770 CPU (3.40GHz) and 7.5 GiB of
ram.

A. AILA

The robot AILA [39], is a dual arm mobile robot developed at
DFKI 4 research center with a total of 70 degrees of freedom: 2
x 7-DOF arms, 4-DOF torso, 2-DOF head, 12-DOF mobile base,
2 x 18-DOF hands. We defined several planning groups including
right arm, left arm and right arm plus foot, knees and torso. The
combination of the two latter groups, make a bigger planning
group with the form of a tree which gives more flexibility for dual
arm operations. In the following we describe the experiments and
outcomes.

1) Bookshelf desk: In this task the planner will try to place
the right arm of the AILA in the middle of a bookshelf desk.
We examined different planners with the maximum time limit of
10 seconds for planning. Note that required time for the whole
task is more than 10 seconds (i.e path smoothing, interpolation, IK
solving). Figures 1 and 2 show the box plot and success rate of
different planners.

2) Amazon Picking Challenge : For this task, first robot places
itself in front of the shelf by using its mobile base, such that the
base link of the robot is in the middle of the shelf columns that
needs to be reached. Then the planner will try to find a collision
free path to place the right arm in the shelves from A to L. For
this task we haven’t set any time limits for planning. Figures 4 and
3 show the the box plot of required time for finding collision free
trajectory from the start pose to the shelves B,E,H,K.

4http://robotik.dfki-bremen.de/en/startpage.html
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Fig. 1: The box plot of planning time for accessing middle point
of a book shelf with different planners.
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Fig. 2: Success rate of different planners to access book shelf within
50 times of trial.

B. ARTEMIS

The ARTEMIS5 robot developed by DFKI, consists of a rover
with 6 wheels and 6-DOF manipulator mounted on top of the rover.
We examined the task of carrying an object while keeping the
orientation of the EFF from one side of robot to the other side.
The task achieved by using the algorithm explained in section IV.
Figure 5 illustrates ARTEMIS arm carrying an object while keeping
the orientation.

C. SemProM

The dual arm SemProM-Robot6 which is the predecessor of
AILA, designed for controlling, transportation and gripping of
objects. The robot consists of two 7-DOF schunk lwa, a flexible
head and a base frame. Here we completed the task of opening a
hand wheel and opening (pulling) a drawer by imposing different
constraints and the algorithm explained earlier in section IV. For
example, in order to open a hand wheel, it should rotate π/2 over

5http://robotik.dfki-bremen.de/de/forschung/robotersysteme/artemis.html.
6http://robotik.dfki-bremen.de/en/research/robot-systems/mr-semprom-

1.html.
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Fig. 3: The box plot of planning time for the shelves B,E,H,K of
Amazon picking challenge.
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Fig. 4: The box plot of total number of generated state in RRT for
accessing each shelf of Amazon picking challenge.

its x axis. By imposing the constraints in equation 1 , the robot was
able to open a hand wheel.

For the task of opening a drawer, since the only desired move-
ment is in the y axis, simply by setting the constraints on y and
no rotations the task could be accomplished. equation 2 represents
such a constraint.

x : 0.70
y : 0.00
z : 0.00
roll : π/2
pitch : 0.0
yaw : 0.0

 ,



x : 0.70
y : 0.00
z : 0.00
roll : 0.0
pitch : 0.0
yaw : 0.0

 (1)



x : 0.0
y : 1.00
z : 0.00
roll : 0.0
pitch : 0.0
yaw : 0.0

 ,



x : 0.0
y : −1.00
z : 0.00
roll : 0.0
pitch : 0.0
yaw : 0.0

 (2)

Figure 5 illustrates opening a hand wheel by imposing constraints
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Fig. 5: The robot SemProM (on the top) rotates a hand wheel, the robot ARTEMIS (on the bottom) carries an object while keeping the
orientation. The tasked achieved by employing the algorithm 2 and the constraints from equation 1 and 2.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6: The robot AILA access the shelves B,E,H,K form ”Amazon Picking Challenge Shelf” respectively.

with Mr Semprom.

VIII. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION

One common parameter in all RRT based planers is ”range”.
Range is the threshold at which, newly drawn samples with smaller
distance value than that (distance to the closest point in the tree)
will be added to the tree. Selecting big values for range make the
planning time shorter but often creates jerky motions. Selecting
smaller values, will generate more points in the tree and make
the planning time longer. Also a collision might occur in the
space between way points and extra collision checking is required.
Depending on the task, we set different values for this parameter
(maximum 0.2, minimum 0.02). In bookshelf desk experiment
introduced in VII-A.1, although RRT planner requires more time
in comparison with other planners but it provides better success
rate. Since the environment of bookshelf desk experiment was
similar to Amazon Picking Challenge Shelf (cluttered environment,
limited workspace), therefore we used the RRT planner as the main
algorithm for the Amazon picking challenge. In Amazon picking

challenge, accessing the shelf E and K was easier for the robot
(short time for planning, small number of generated states). This
was mainly caused due to specific kinematic model of the robot,
joint limits and collisions around the robot.

For a continues path in Cartesian space the planner may not
generate continues trajectories in joint space. For instance a joint
might reach the joint limits and as a result for the next way point
in Cartesian space, it has to jump to a point which is not along
the previous points. This might violate the consistency of imposed
constraints. To overcome this issue, For start and goal pose we pick
the IK solution that has maximum distances form the joint limits
(for all the joints) and for the way points in the path we pick the
IK solution that has shortest distance to its predecessor.

We also achieved to perform dual arm operation such as rotating
hand-wheel or opening drawer within time limit of 10 to 20
(depending on the robot and imposed constraints). So far by using
RRT based planners, we managed to find a collision free path
between the start and the goal pose. This path usually doesn’t look



natural and contains redundant movements. Furthermore we might
be interested to get a safe trajectory (i.e by keeping the manipulator
links far away as much as possible from obstacles or keeping EFF
away from obstacle in the case of carrying a hazardous or fragile
object) or we might be interested to minimize the planned path or
combination of both (shortest path while keeping distances from
obstacles). This can be achieved by using RRT based optimizing
planners and defining a proper objective function to satisfy the
problem conditions. These objective functions might need specific
approaches for modelling the obstacles in the environment (such
as inflation map or euclidean distance transform) rather than just
dividing the space into free and collision zones. For our future work,
we use optimizing planners and we define new metric for checking
the safety of the trajectory while we try to minimize the planned
path.
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